Chemical proteomic tool for ligand mapping of CYP antitargets: an NMR-compatible 3D QSAR descriptor in the Heme-Based Coordinate System.
Chemical proteomic strategies strive to probe and understand protein-ligand interactions across gene families. One gene family of particular interest in drug and xenobiotic metabolism are the cytochromes P450 (CYPs), the topic of this article. Although numerous tools exist to probe affinity of CYP-ligand interactions, fewer exist for the rapid experimental characterization of the structural nature of these interactions. As a complement to recent advances in X-ray crystallography, NMR methods are being developed that allow for fairly high throughput characterization of protein-ligand interactions. One especially promising NMR approach involves the use of paramagnetic induced relaxation effects to measure distances of ligand atoms from the heme iron in CYP enzymes. Distances obtained from these T(1) relaxation measurements can be used as a direct source of 1-dimensional structural information or to restrain a ligand docking to generate a 3-dimensional data set. To facilitate such studies, we introduce the concept of the Heme-Based Coordinate System and present how it can be used in combination with NMR T(1) relaxation data to derive 3D QSAR descriptors directly or in combination with in silico docking. These descriptors should have application in defining the binding preferences of CYP binding sites using 3D QSAR models. They are especially well-suited for the biasing of fragment assembly and combinatorial chemistry drug design strategies, to avoid fragment or reagent combinations with enhanced affinity for CYP antitargets.